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1. Important activities, projects or events since last FAI General Conference:

There was an Annual General Meeting on 19. April 2015 in Friedrichshafen, Germany.

There were 3 Diplomas hand out:

The Phoenix Diploma: Renzo Catellani
The Phoenix Group Diploma: GPPA, Musée de l’Air Regional, Angers
The Henri Mignet Diploma: Eric Raymond

Meetings regarding CIACA Competitions: Invited and present at GAC AGM

Solar Impulse meetings for Sporting Code 13 with NAC’s, Sport Director, CIACA Observers and Solar Impulse Engineers

2. Positive and negative results:

Solar Impulse is on the positive way

Diploma records have been awarded

WAG World Air Games for FAI CIACA: Projects are ready for transport decisions

Meetings regarding Competitions: Further Meetings held in Paris and Bern

3. Main problem(s) encountered and solutions adopted:

Still not enough nations have their own Homebuilt & Experimental Association reporting to FAI CIACA

The Assistance of the NAC’s are very important to achieved the targets and visits

Flyer with the main targets of CIACA and will be send to all NAC’s and offices

4. Planned activities and projects for next year:

Harmonizing National Competition to National FAI Standards

World Air Games with the presence of Votec and Gyrocopter

Some sessions (still no precise information)
5. **Proposals (if any) to FAI Executive Board, FAI Head Office or for the next General Conference:**

Application procedures should be more customers friendly

All presidents living in the country or near by where FAI Competitions are planned should be invited to the event early enough in order to:

1) Main 10 Friendships

2) Learn from experience with organizations and equipment of well established commissions.

6. **Free reporting:**

Date and places for the next Meeting:

**FAI CIACA 41th AGM Meeting in Lausanne Spring 2016**
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